Legal Analytics® for Securities Litigation

Lex Machina’s award-winning Legal Analytics platform allows outside counsel and inhouse attorneys to predict the behavior of courts, judges, lawyers, law firms, and
parties.
Over three quarters of Am Law 100 firms and some of the largest global
corporations use Legal Analytics to supplement traditional legal research and
reasoning with previously unavailable strategic insights that give them a winning
edge.
Now, Legal Analytics is available for securities litigation in federal court.
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Gain Strategic Insights

Win Lawsuits

With Legal Analytics you can gain strategic insights about

Uncover trends and reveal insights about the players in

trends in securities case timing, resolutions, damages

litigation to inform your litigation strategy. Explore litigation

awards, findings, and remedies. Focus specifically on

history to predict the behavior of your judge. See average

violations of the Securities Act and the Exchange Act.

time to termination or trial, case outcomes, damages awards,

Review SEC penalties, approved class action settlements,

and findings. Uncover the playbook of your opposing counsel

and more.

and evaluate their experience with the judge. Gain insight
into settlement rates, win/loss rates, and time to settlement

Lex Machina’s rich securities litigation data enables you to

for opposing parties and counsel.

analyze securities fraud class actions, private actions,
shareholder derivative suits, and SEC enforcement cases.
Our Case List Analyzer enables you to filter the cases that
you care about, and generate trends, charts, and tables that
you can easily share with your client, or include in your
filings.

Set Motion Strategy

Land New Business
Are you meeting with a potential client or responding to an
RFP with only a day to prepare? Quantify your relevant
experience, compare it with your competitors and quickly
prepare winning pitch decks. Demonstrate specific subject
matter expertise, familiarity with opposing parties and
counsel, and your experience in front of a specific judge.

Lex Machina allows you to compare motion grant and deny
rates as well as motion outcomes so that you can employ the
motion strategy with the highest probability of success.
Motion Metrics surfaces valuable insights about motion
practice in the cases that matter to you.
Curious about how your judge handles motions to dismiss?
Review which motions were granted or denied, and read the
associated filings to see which arguments succeeded, and
which ones did not.

“Lex Machina has proven to be a very useful tool for
proactively determining judicial experience and
attitudes, and comparing outcomes between judges
and jurisdictions.”
– Shumaker Loop & Kendrick

For more information or to see a live demo, visit lexmachina.com.

